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Introduction
The health insurance industry is highly competitive, with companies striving to attract employers and individual
consumers alike. In order to succeed, companies must provide users with quality care and customer service, while
also keeping prices and costs down. ACME Health Insurance recognizes this challenge. They seek to provide their
users with a new mobile solution that will aid ACME in increasing customer satisfaction, while also meeting the
company’s most pressing short and longterm goals. These include providing users with better selfservice, reducing
customer support center calls, and growing both the company’s young (ages 2544) and selfpaid member bases.
To aid ACME in this endeavor, our team entered into a monthlong user centered research and design process. We
defined key business and user requirements, conducted competitive analyses and user research, and engaged in
sketching, wireframing, prototyping, and frequent iteration. The end result is a mobile application that will enable
ACME to meet its business goals, while also gaining a competitive edge in the marketplace.

Problem Statement
ACME Health Insurance’s success hinges on its ability to effectively support its members. Today, members struggle to
find, and understand, answers to their health insurance questions on their own, especially:
●

which providers, services, and products are covered under their plan,

●

how much they will be responsible for paying, and

●

what steps they need to take to ensure services will be covered.

As a result, ACME’s members call customer service to answer their questions, which increases call volume and
operational costs.

Goals
Business Goals
In the short term, ACME stakeholders seek to reduce service calls by providing a more effective, easytouse,
selfservice offering. Regardless of which device members use in the ecosystem (e.g. smartphone, tablet, desktop),
they must be able to easily find and understand their plan information on their own. As part of this, ACME must provide
a mobilefriendly solution that effectively supports onthego tasks, which is the focus of this project.

ACME’s success in this initiative will position them to secure a competitive foothold in the retail market and meet their
longterm goals of growing membershipespecially among the 27 to 45 yearold population. They will measure
success by the number of new users on mobile, the number of repeat users over a three to six month period, and the
number of new members in the younger population.
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ACME’s primary target for this initiative are selfpaid, current members in the 27 to 45 yearold demographic. If the
mobile app effectively supports these users, ACME will be better positioned to win retail prospects.

Mobile App Design Goals
To gain a competitive advantage in this space, ACME aims to reduce the overwhelming complexity of the typical
health insurance experience. The app will behave as a friendly companion that makes it easy to find and understand
plan information, with a specific focus on such onthego tasks as:
●

finding affordable, covered care options nearby,

●

checking insurance balances (e.g. deductibles),

●

viewing action items and notifications (e.g. referral statuses),

●

confirming coverage for services or medical supplies, and

●

understanding health insurance plans and terminology (e.g. coinsurance)

The ACME mobile app will show users that the majority of their health insurance inquiries can be answered without
calling customer service. The app will build members’ trust and confidence, providing them with useful and reliable
plan information, all of which is catered to the mobile experience.

Team Process Summary
Our team executed a lightweight design cycle over a fourweek period:
●

Week 1: Discovery 
First, we defined business and user requirements, assessed the market, analyzed
current research, and conducted guerilla interviews. This foundational work helped to inform our initial designs.

●

Week 2: Initial Design  
Next, we brainstormed a unique mobile solution that would improve the health
insurance experience for users, as well as meet the business goal of reducing call volume. After two design
iterations, the team tested the design with users, analyzed findings, and prioritized revisions for the next phase.

●

Week 3 & 4: Refinement and Presentation  
Finally, we revised the prototype, per user feedback, and
refined data points, messaging, interactions, iconography, and navigation to be as clear, intuitive, and efficient
as possible. We reported our process, findings, rationale, assumptions, and future explorations to the ACME
Health Insurance product owner.

Figure 1 provides an overview of team activities during this fourweek period.
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Figure 1.
Team design process overview.

Competitive Assessment
Before choosing a direction, we assessed the health insurance digital marketplace to identify which problems had
already been solved and if there were opportunities to outperform the competition. We audited native apps and websites
for several national and regional health insurance companies, as well as WebMD, one of the largest sources for online
health advice and guidance. We analyzed their relevant strengths and weaknesses in an attempt to identify opportunities
to differentiate our product from that of our competitors. Based on initial insights from ACME’s research summary, and
guerilla interviews with insurance members, we identified key areas that would better ensure our success with this
project:
●

Appealing design  
Is the design clean and aesthetically pleasing, evoking feelings of credibility and
trustworthiness upon first glance?

●

Clear, friendly language  
Does the app make terminology and processes easy to understand? Does it have a
warm, friendly tone to ease anxiety?
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●

Informative / Builds Confidence  
Does the app answer questions about coverage in a simple, direct
manner? Does it offer users guidance through decisions, or build confidence in the value or dependability of
their plan?

●

Personal and Relevant 
 Does the app surface information specific to an individual member’s plan, activity, or
history? Does it connect with users on a personal level?

●

Easy provider search  H
ow easy is it to search for and find a provider that is covered by your plan?

●

Member activity or medical history  
Are medical records or account history easily accessible with the app?
Is it easy to track payments, deductibles, or copays?

●

Access to customer support  
Is there chat or contact functionality with the app?

●

Integrates device hardware  D
oes the app leverage the device’s hardware capabilities, including the GPS,
camera, and voice command features?

Key Findings
Table 1 summarizes our key findings of the strengths, weaknesses, and unique qualities of the health insurance apps
and websites we analyzed.

App / Website

Harvard Pilgrim
HPH Connect
Mobile

Tufts Health Plan
Responsive Site

Anthem Blue
Cross Blue
Shield

Strengths

Weaknesses

Unique Qualities

● Simple, focused
● Clear verbiage
● Uptodate info on medical
history
● Easy provider search
● Message center – alternative
to calling customer service

● Not very aesthetically
appealing
● Does not foster a warm,
emotional connection
● Does not leverage GPS
● Login credentials cannot be
stored

● Medical history is very easy to
access in case of an
emergency

● Warm, friendly tone
● Clean, modern, aesthetically
pleasing, emotional imagery
● Informs user with Health
Insurance 101

● No native app to leverage
hardware
● Need to know your plan name
to find anything
● No memberspecific
plan/account info

● Health Insurance 101 helps
pull back the curtain to build
confidence and understanding

● Shows deductible balance
● Contains ID card info within
app
● Uses TouchID login
● Can submit specific claims
by taking photo with phone
● Able to refill prescriptions in
app

● No Apple Wallet support
● Cannot favorite doctors in app

● Can chat with customer service
● Able to refill prescriptions
● Can submit specific claims by
taking photo with phone
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● Allow users to search for
doctors, urgent care, and
insurance plans without
registering/logging in

Aetna Mobile

United
HealthCare
(Health4Me)

Kaiser
Permanente

WebMD

● Do not need to login to
access many features
● Can find providers with a
Googlelike search
● Leverages device hardware
with GPS directions and
phone integration
● Access to key account
information (claim, ID card,
health records, flex
spending, deductible)
● Can file appeals

● Poor layout and overwhelming
design
● Key menu options are hard to
read and use small font

● Allows users to file appeals
relating to claims

● Stores an image of user’s ID
card
● Users can review coverage
options and estimate care
costs by identifying an issue
or symptom they are
experiencing

● Care Cost Estimator only
provides estimate of typical
cost for care and does not
identify the coverage under the
current plan
● ‘Contact Us’ page consists
solely of a telephone number

● UHCTV is an interactive
learning portal that helps
people live healthier lives
through videos
● UHCTV provides learning tools
to pick the best coverage

● Full suite of apps that allow
users to keep up on
healthcare management,
including fitness goals
● Acts as a complete
healthcare assistant

● Services spread over many
different apps

● Holistic wellness ecosystem
● Ability to contact healthcare
providers through the apps
● Medicine tracker
● Step tracker

● Symptom Checker allows
users to assess their own
conditions
● Provides a glossary of
medical terms
● Allows users to find local
providers by condition,
specialties
● Connects with Walgreens to
help users seamlessly fill
subscriptions

● Not a doctor – in fact, they
have a disclaimer telling users
that they need to seek actual
medical consultations – the
transparency is refreshing
though
● Only syncs users with
Walgreens and no other
pharmacy

● Glossary of medical terms
● Health Target – a health
improvement program that
promotes healthy habits by
integrating blood pressure
monitor, activity tracker,
wireless scale,
● Syncs with Apple Health app

Table 1
. Audit of Competing Apps
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Qualitative Comparison
Table 2 shows a Harvey Ball ideogram qualitative comparison of the health insurance apps and websites we analyzed.

NonExistent

HP Connect
Mobile

Health Plan

Anthem
BC/ BS

Poor

Aetna
Mobile

Average

United
HealthCare

Good

Kaiser
Permanente

Excellent

WebMD

Uses simple design
Uses a pleasing aesthetic
Uses clear language
Informs /
Builds confidence
Attempts to ‘connect’ with users
on a personal level
Allows for personalized and
customizable experience
Provides for the ability to search
for providers
Provides access to medical
records and account history
Allows user to contact support
Integrates device hardware (GPS,
camera, voice, etc.)
Provides user onboarding
Offers prelogin functionality
Table 2
. Harvey Ball ideogram 
qualitative comparison.

ACME App Competitive Advantages
●

Guides the user stepbystep. 
The app takes the burden off the onthego user by helping them proceed
through tasks easily. Each screen focuses on a single step in the process, using progressive disclosure to
deliver the right information at the right time at each decision point.

●

Helps the user feel in control
. The app uses big data to serve up comprehensive, accurate care options
that members can trust. Common protocols, cost estimates, and patient reviews combine with the user’s
current medical situation, location, prior history, and insurance plan benefits to surface relevant information
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quickly. The app helps users understand what care options are available and what the approximate cost, time,
quality and wait time will be in a simple, easytouse format. As a result, users can take control and make
more confident decisions knowing they have considered the most suitable options for their situation, all
without calling the insurance company.
●

Reduces ambiguity
. The app helps members understand complex health care terminology, enabling them to
better utilize their plan and react to medical situations. A user can scan or speak a term or code using the
camera or onboard microphone to easily access definitions, costs, and plan information. This will help to
reduce the ambiguity prevalent in the health care experience.

●

Makes onthego access to information fast and easy. 
The app leverages device hardware
(e.g.

microphone, camera, GPS sensors, access to other apps like calendars and contacts, etc.) to get users
answers to questions quickly and easily. Depending on their context, users can choose to enter private
information via keyboard, or ask questions aloud via voice assistant technology. Both will enable them to
retrieve relevant health insurance information quickly and easily. The app's main navigation bar is at the
bottom of the screen, allowing for easy, one thumb access to the app’s most important features.

Field Research Summary
Goals and Method
In order to design an appropriate mobile solution, we needed to better understand users’ needs, behaviors,
perceptions, and experiences with health insurance. Our goals were to:
●

Briefly explore the current health insurance experience, as well as associated emotions and perceptions.

●

Understand the current digital insurance experience, especially any barriers and pain points.

●

Identify what drives people to call customer service versus using the digital selfservice offering, as well as
any opportunities to change that behavior.

We interviewed 16 total unscreened participants that were in their late 20s to late 40s. Most had selfpaid insurance or
were switching to selfpay, but a few had employersubsidized plans. We collected qualitative insights about our users
and their current experience as follows:
1.

Eight 15minute guerillastyle interview with unscreened individuals in a public setting.

2.

Eight 15minute interviews and prestudy questionnaires with usability test participants.

Key Insights
Key insights from the interviews and questionnaire are summarized below with more detailed findings in Appendix B:
Field Research Findings Summary. We used these findings to identify our target persona and define guiding principles
that we referenced throughout the design process.
●

Cost matters most when choosing a plan.
For selfpay users, affordability was the most important criteria
in selecting a plan (e.g. monthly cost, deductible, copay). For employersubsidized users, cost was a concern
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but was typically secondary to the quality and ease of obtaining care. The metric for assessing affordability
varied by individual. For some it was a measure of the monthly cost, for others it was the deductible or copay.
●

Flexibility to choose providers is also important.
The ability to keep one’s current PCP was the second
most cited factor in selecting a health insurance plan. Additionally, users wanted to assess the quality of the
doctors who accepted their plan.

●

Requiring a referral is a turnoff.
Several users reported a distaste for plans that required referrals. Rather
they wanted to be able to seek out care with whomever they desired.

●

Most prefer to pick up the phone and call customer service.
This was by far the most common and
preferred method of contacting one’s insurer. Users liked the speed and ease with which they could get
answers to specific questions about their plan. They ranked the call center representatives highly on customer
service. Users also felt more confident that the information they were being given was correct and specific to
their situation. However, while the customer service calls themselves were pleasant and efficient, users
expressed frustration over the number of menu options they needed to advance through in order to reach a
customer service representative.

●

Digital selfservice offerings are underutilized.
Participants would use the website for limited tasks such
as obtaining the phone number for the call center, looking for an innetwork provider, and searching for
whether specific services, prescriptions, or doctors were covered by their plan. They generally described the
health insurance website experience as poor and unreliable. Users specifically chided them for being too
general and lacking information specific to them. Poor information architecture and ease of navigation were
also frequent complaints. (“It’s so much easier to just talk to someone than try to navigate [the website].”)
Mobile apps were infrequently used by users. Most did not know whether their insurer had a mobile app.

●

Coverage, poor communication, and billing errors are common pain points.
Aside from doctors’
appointments (PCP & specialist), users generally did not know what prescriptions, procedures, and other
services were covered by their plan. The majority of users had experienced a situation in which they believed
something was covered, only to later learn it was not and receive an expensive bill. Poor communication
among the insurance company, insurer, and provider is prevalent and causes confusion and errors. Four
participants cited situations in which they were incorrectly billed by their insurer and had to invest significant
time to correct the issue.

●

Anxiety, frustration, anger and disappointment are common emotions in the health insurance
experience. 
Anxiety was most often was expressed as being related to uncertainty around coverage or the
lack of coverage. This went hand in hand with the high (or higher than anticipated) cost of services.
Participants were frustrated with the lack of navigability of insurer websites and one’s inability to find relevant
data/answers. Lack of coverage for specific procedures, prescriptions, etc., as well as unanticipated charges
(e.g. receiving a hefty bill for an MRI the user believed was covered) led to anger and disappointment.
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●

Most service calls are about coverage and procedure costs.
The overwhelming majority of inquiries to
health insurance companies were related to whether a specific prescription, procedure, doctors, etc. was
covered and/or why it was not covered. Other top calldrivers related to finding an innetwork PCP, checking a
claim status, getting copay information, or requesting a referral to schedule a doctor’s appointment.

●

Visual appeal and visualization improves the experience.
Generally, users prefer visuals to textheavy
interfaces, and liked having a dashboard where they could view the most pertinent details upon logging in.

Design Guiding Principles
Based on analysis of ACME’s existing research and our field research findings, we focused on the following core
tenets that would be critical when crafting the user journey in the new ACME mobile app.
●

Make it fast and easy to get information
. Require little effort from users to find answers to their questions.
Minimize levels of navigation, and leverage device hardware to make inputs easy. Preserve user progress
within a task to allow for onthego interruptions and spotty data connections.

●

Prioritize cost information. T
he primary persona’s first and most important question will be “How much is
this going to cost me?” To answer this quickly and reliably, display cost information prominently, and explicitly
note which costs are the member’s responsibility.

●

Be clear and transparent
. Confusion and mystery are pervasive in the health insurance experience. Avoid
complex industry jargon wherever possible. Make it easy to define medical terms in context of the task. Use
visual cues to indicate where the user is in the journey at all times. Display information concisely with the
ability to explore in more detail if the user’s question is not answered at a glance.

●

Be personal and relevant
. Surface information specific to the member’s own plan and circumstances.
Leverage big data and ACME’s understanding of member behavior to guide users through different medical
situations. Deliver the right information at the right time within any given task. Doing so will reduce task time,
minimize frustration caused by having to wade through irrelevant information while searching for an answer,
and, ultimately, reduce service calls.

●

Be a trusted friend. 
Humanize the experience and act as a reliable confidant to ease the anxiety that
commonly pervades this domain. Give users the confidence they need to turn to the app first with personal
health concerns versus immediately calling customer service.
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Target Persona
We extracted key insights from field research to define our target persona’s goals, motivations, opportunities and pain
points (Figure 2). We used this persona as a reference point when making design decisions.

Primary Persona

Tagline

Jamie  The SelfEmployed Saver

“How much is this going to cost me?”

Personal Details
Jamie is a freelance graphic designer is his late 20s. Jamie recently lost health insurance coverage when he aged out of his
parents’ plan. As a young, small business owner, Jamie lacks the security of a regular paycheck, as well as the economic
benefits of an employersubsidized health insurance plan. Jamie is healthy, so when it comes to selecting and using a
health care plan, Jamie is most concerned with cost. Essentially, Jamie wants the least expensive, credible plan.
Jamie is tech savvy and owns multiple mobile devices. He is rarely without his smartphone and uses various news, finance,
and dating apps. However, Jamie struggles to both navigate and understand the jargon used on his health insurance
company’s website.

Goals
● To pay as little as possible for health care
● To understand his health care coverage and avoid any
“unpleasant surprises” (i.e. unexpected outofpocket
expenses)
● To “do it himself” (e.g. utilize selfservice options, when
available)

Opportunities
●
●
●
●
●

Provide a reliable means of checking plan coverage for
medical services, doctors, prescriptions, etc.
Make it easy to find cost information for medical
services, doctors, prescriptions, etc.
Help Jamie understand health insurance terminology
Leverage Jamie’s frequent usage of and familiarity with
smartphones to deliver information
Provide quick and easy answers to commonly asked
questions (e.g. What is my deductible? What providers
are covered under my plan?)

Motivations
● Values costeffective solutions
● Values predictability and efficiency
● Loves to use apps that serve up content specific to
his interests
● Enjoys using voice assist tools (e.g. Siri), especially
while onthego (e.g. commuting to a client meeting)

Pain Points and Barriers
● Jamie struggles to understand what services,
doctors, prescriptions, etc. are covered under his
plan
● Unfamiliar jargon (e.g. coinsurance) impedes his
ability to understand and utilize his plan
● Keeping track of his deductible, copay, and other
health insurancerelated financial history can be
challenging
● Jamie is generally unable to discern the costs of
services, doctors, prescriptions, etc. on his own.
Instead, he must call customer service and spend
time sorting through endless prompts and menu
items before getting an answer to seemingly simple
questions
● His health insurance website lacks indepth info
regarding his plan and spending to date (e.g. current
deductible)

Figure 2.
Target persona, Jamie the SelfEmployed
Saver.
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Usability Test Summary
Goals and Method
We conducted a usability test to validate the app’s viability and evaluate the ease and effectiveness of the concept
designs. Due to time and resource limitations, we recruited colleagues, friends, and family in our networks that were
similar to our target persona. Participants were in their late 20s to late 40s and had selfpaid insurance or were
switching to selfpay, but a few had employersubsidized plans.

A total of 8 participants evaluated the prototype. Most sessions were inperson but a couple were remote. It is
important to note that onthego use could not be simulated in this study, and that findings were devoid of contextual
factors that so heavily influence the mobile experience.

In order to be efficient, we asked participants to complete a prestudy questionnaire of closeended, background
questions before the interview and usability test. Sessions were 60minutes long, including:
●

A 15minute interview that explored needs, attitudes, and pain points in the current health insurance
experience. Note: Findings from this interview are captured in the Field Research Summary.

●

A 45minute usability test of Iteration 2, where participants were asked to complete the scenarios shown in
Figure 3.

The test scenarios covered several subtasks from the design goals that often drive service calls, including:
●

finding affordable, covered care options,

●

requesting a referral,

●

checking coverage and cost, and

●

understanding plan details.

Scenario 1: Finding affordable care on the go
“You’re away for a long ski weekend up north with some friends. On one of your runs down the mountain,
your ski gets twisted and you feel a sharp pain in your leg. The next day, your ankle becomes very swollen and it’s
difficult to walk on it. You think it might be broken, and you’re not sure what to do next. Using the app, you need to
find out what your options are for treatment, how much you might pay, and choose a provider that is right for you.”

Scenario 2: Checking prescription coverage and costs
“Your orthopedist prescribes you a brand name pain medication, Orimedithol. You have the prescription note
in hand and want to check if this drug is covered by your plan, and what your options are if it isn’t.”

To walk through the scenarios in context of the designs, see 
Iteration 2: Tested Prototype
.
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Figure 3
. Original testcase scenarios

Successes
●

The concept was wellreceived as useful and viable. A
fter testing the prototype with our eight
participants, it was clear that we were working towards a viable product that was more useful and usable than
existing solutions. It was also clear that it had the potential to meet our target user’s requirements. Though a
few users initially questioned the value of a mobile application devoted to health insurance, they reversed this
position after completing the test.

●

The app was clear and easy to use.
Participants had a high level of comprehension of the tool and steps
required to complete the task, with little effort. The logical, stepbystep navigation and workflow were well
received. Participants understood how to navigate and knew where they were within the app at all times. They
appreciated the ability to resume a workflow, if and when they were interrupted.

●

The app served up the right order and amount of information to make the next decision.
The
information provided, screen to screen, effectively supported the task goals, both in terms of level of detail and
order of priority. Cost, wait time, distance, and ratings were all useful data points to use in decision making,
and seemed to be listed in an appropriate sort order (cost and wait time being most important in this
scenario). Details pages provided clear financial breakdowns, where users could see the value of their
insurance plans, as well as what was covered. Ratings and appointment features were very helpful and
enabled users to find the right doctor quickly.

Top Issues
●

The referral process was unclear.
The majority of user confusion arose on the detail screen where both the
appointment and referral actions were colocated. The confirmation screen in the final step of the task also
proved confusing. Essentially, some of the verbiage and presentation of the referral request process was
misleading as to whether or not participants had successfully booked an appointment. Users wondered
whether they could, in fact, book the appointment before the referral was approved.

●

Decisions made in the scenarios were not completely realistic.
○

For Scenario 1, most participants shared that if they had a critical injurylike a broken legthey would
likely go to the first available care option instead of shopping around with our app. This limited our
ability to walk through a realistic use case, in which finding covered care options using filters (e.g.
cost, time, distance, and ratings) to make an informed decision would be valuable.

○

For Scenario 2, participants communicated that checking prescription coverage would not be very
useful. First, prescriptions are most often submitted electronically from a doctor’s office to a pharmacy
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and they rarely have a prescription note to scan in. While they were able to complete the task with
ease, participants noted that they would have likely just asked the pharmacist about the brand name
vs. generic drug, as opposed to using the app. Additionally, participants indicated that the app
provided cost information, but additional information like potential side effects and chemical
composition are important in choosing a generic vs. brand name drug. They would prefer to discuss
the latter with the pharmacist. Ultimately, this use case didn’t seem highly valuable or one that would
reduce insurance service calls.
●

Navigation through tasks could be more efficient.
There were too many intermediate steps to complete
some tasks, which required participants to tap the screen several times. It could lead to thrashing back and
forth (e.g. using the back button to get back to the start, separating summary and detail information).
Participants also thought the app should save their progress through extended workflows so that they could
easily resume the task if they were interrupted or the app closed.

●

Messaging and iconography were not completely clear at times. 
A few participants were not sure if “My
Estimated Payment” meant that that amount was their responsibility to pay.
When choosing a care option, it

was not immediately clear why some providers were more expensive than others. Participants wondered if all
providers were covered and innetwork, and didn’t get those answers until later in the workflow. The care
option confirmation screen said “You’re all set!” after choosing care, but it wasn’t clear if an appointment was
made and what steps needed to be taken next. Some were confused about what the “!” icon meant in
Scenario 2, which was supposed to indicate “uncovered.”

Recommendations & Revisions
●

Clarify the referral process. 
We removed the appointment booking feature on the doctor’s detail screen as
it was confusing. Some doctors require you have an approved referral before booking an appointment, while
others allow booking in advance. Instead, we indicated the provider’s availability as readonly open timeslots.
We also removed the verbiage “You’re all set!” from the confirmation message as it was misleading. In
addition, we made the “referral pending” message more salient in the user’s account with an orange warning
icon, and put a 24hour time indicator next to the user’s action step of “Make an appointment with Ann
Peters.” Figure 4 compares some features we clarified from Iteration 2 to Iteration 3 based on user feedback.

Iteration 2: Test Prototype
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Figure 4
. Key revisions made to clarify the referral process from Iteration 2 to Iteration 3.

●

Update scenarios to match realworld use cases.
We revised both scenarios for the next iteration. In
Scenario 1, we changed the medical issue to a less critical knee injury that would likely demand a specialist.
We assumed users would expect that their PCP would just refer them to a specialist, so by directly scheduling
with the specialist they would save time and money (e.g. the copay for the PCP). In Scenario 2, we focused
on use cases that are more common triggers for service callschecking coverage and understanding one’s
insurance plan (copays, deductibles, etc). Figure 5 shows how we revised the scenarios to be more realistic
and aligned to our target user’s onthego needs.
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Scenario 1: Finding affordable care on the go
“You’re away for a long ski weekend up north with some friends. On one of your runs down the
mountain, your ski gets twisted and you 
feel some pain in your knee
. The next day, it becomes swollen and
is making a popping sound. You 
think it could be a sprain
, and you’re not sure what to do next. Using the
app, you need to find out what your options are for treatment, how much you might pay, and choose a provider
that is right for you.”

Scenario 2: Checking coverage and understanding terminology.
“The receptionist gives you a statement of services after your visit. There are a few terms you don’t
understand and the crutches that they gave you are listed at $69. You’re wondering what coinsurance means,
if your insurance will cover the crutches, and if so how much they will pay. You also want to know if you’ve met
your annual deductible.”

To walk through the scenarios in context of the designs, see 
Iteration 3: PostTest Revision Prototype
.

Figure 5
. Revised posttest scenarios for Iteration 3.

●

Reduce steps and input effort wherever possible. 
We reduced clicks by providing navigation tabs at the
bottom versus depending upon the back button to navigate through the hierarchy. We combined summary
and detail screens by using expand/collapse navigation, allowing users to access all the information they need
from one place. To simplify and focus the app, we consolidated notifications and chat features with the
navigation tabs and removed the hamburger menu. We introduced the “Ask ACME” feature so that users
could quickly look up care options and terminology without needing to know how to spell them or know where
to look for them. Figure 6 shows the streamlined header to simplify the app and the new tabbed navigation we
used to make jumping from task to task easy.

●

Be as clear and explicit as possible to help our novice users. I
n keeping with our design principle to “be
clear and transparent,” we made an effort to simplify all language and clarify all icons used throughout. Some
examples include changing “My Estimated Payment” to “You Pay,” labeling the provider list as “InNetwork
Covered Providers,” noting that a referral was required next to the referral button, and pairing messages with
icons so it was clear what they meant. With “Ask ACME,” users could quickly find the answer to a question or
definition of a term from anywhere in the workflow. Figure 6 shows the clearer verbiage we used in Iteration 3.
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Iteration 2: Test Prototype

Iteration 3: PostTest Revisions

Figure 6
. Streamlined header and persistent tabbed navigation simplified the app and reduced clicks.

Design Rationale
Why a Native Mobile App?
●

Using the device hardware/features makes inputs easy onthego.
Native apps work with the device’s
builtin features, such as the camera (for scanning or taking photos), the microphone (for voicetotext or voice
commands), swipe gestures, push notifications, and many more. By leveraging these features, product teams
can often more effectively and efficiently meet user needs and enhance the overall user experience.
Additionally, users are generally accustomed to using these tools and can apply their prior knowledge.
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●

Push notifications can help to keep members better informed.
Currently, it is difficult for members to
find information about paid claims, pending referrals, or upcoming appointments. Notifications offer
personalized action items and quick access to account information without recall.

●

A native application allows users to execute certain tasks without an active internet connection. 
In
many situations (e.g. hospital, public park, mall), a user may lack access to public WiFi or have no or low
bandwidth cell coverage. By utilizing a native app, we are able to offer users considerable offline functionality
(e.g. accessing their account summary, looking up insurance terms, etc.) in situations where they lack
connectivity or have their phones set to “airplane mode.”

●

Speed and performance are key. 
Quick and easy access to information is key. If the app does not give you
answers quickly, you will be more likely to call the customer support line. A mobile app will generally
outperform a webbased app, as it can continue to work offline in areas with poor connectivity. Addressing a
health issue or insurance expense inherently evokes anxiety, so the app should be reliable in many contexts
to earn trust.

●

Native apps allow better data collection about user behavioral patterns
. With more usage data, we can
understand how to better serve our users and update the app accordingly. Web apps are more limited in this
capacity, as it is more difficult to track behavior across different mobile browsers.

●

Native apps are more secure with personal information
. Safety and security is of the utmost importance
for our users because they are addressing health conditions and financial concerns. A native app that offers a
fully secure, regularized quality control system would be more trustworthy in this case. Since native apps can
leverage inbuilt, platformspecific security features, they are considered to be more secure compared to
hybrid apps, whereas hybrid apps, unlike native apps, extensively use web views and are more vulnerable to
data breaches/attacks.

●

Receives support from app stores. 
Native apps receive the benefit of being offered and supported by app
stores (e.g. Apple App Store; Google Play), receiving higher prominence and visibility than nonnative apps.

The Design Supports User Needs
For each design decision, the team considered the user’s goals, the context of use, and how a native app could best
support the user throughout the journey. We sought to determine:
●

What is the user’s question at this point in the journey?

●

What is the best way to quickly answer that question so he/she does not call customer service?

●

How can we make it easy to input and extract information on the go?

●

Where is the user, what is she/he doing, and how is she/he feeling? How can we make her/him feel calm and
secure with the potentially sensitive medical issues she/he is having?

Table 3 identifies key ways that the ACME mobile app addresses our target user’s needs.
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What does the user need?

How does the app support these needs?

To find relevant plan information quickly and easily.

Surfaces planspecific, timesensitive information first.

“Nothing is useful on the site except finding the customer
service phone number.”

Prioritizes pending action items and answers to mostasked
questions to make them easy to find.

“I can’t log in and I don’t even know if I have account!”

Grants user access to more taskrelated information through
detail links and notifications, all in the context of that task.

“It’s really hard to find specific plan info. It’s all general”
Minimizes steps to find information and surfaces only what is
needed, when it is needed for the task at hand.
To find costeffective care that is covered by their plan.

The app estimates the member’s care costs and provides
alternatives so he can make a confident, informed decision.

“Understanding the value at each step matters”
Search results are sorted by cost, and the member’s cost
responsibility is displayed prominently at the top of the Care
Finder as “You Pay.”
Only covered options are shown, and finding answers about
coverage is easy to access via the “Your Account” tab and
“Ask ACME” voice assistant.
To understand their health insurance plan, coverage and
medical conditions without confusion or calling
customer service.
“Language on website is ambiguous.”
“I thought it would have been covered but it wasn’t.”

Messages and labels are simple, natural terms our target
users will understand.
Makes it extremely fast and easy to find answers to
questions, define terms, and get clarity around account
information by voice activation or typing through the Ask
ACME feature.

“First covered, then not covered, it was an anomaly. They
are a very good company with very low pays. So I suspect
the doctor’s office…”

Doesn’t burden the user with selfdiagnosis or knowing how
to spell complex medical issues (e.g. “hyperbilirubinemia”).
Simply checking off symptoms or describing the nature of the
condition (e.g. “yellow skin”) will find the right provider to help
them.

To understand what steps are involved in insurance
processes and what I need to do next.

Progressive disclosure is applied throughout the app to guide
the user through complex processes.

“With other sites I use, where I stand and what I can act
upon is very clear. There’s a natural flow, it’s easy to
navigate and see what options are available to me.”

Steps in the Care Finder workflow are numbered and change
to checkmarks when complete, and are saved for easy
reference upon return to the app.
An ataglance account summary with data visualization
helps the user understand his status quickly, with the ability
to explore more information in context through expand or
details links.

Table 3
. Key ways that the ACME app’s design supports users needs.
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Design Assumptions & Limitations
Due to time and resource limitations, we made many assumptions that should be thoroughly tested with users before
building any functionality. The lowfidelity nature of the prototype also limited our ability to clearly communicate some
intended interactions and functionality. Some key assumptions and limitations are as follows:

●

The prototype focuses on the postlogin experience. W
e would build out a quick and simple login page
in which a user would create a username and password. If the user did not wish to log in, they would have the
ability to utilize select “prelogin” features, namely information on health insurance plans, and any other
features our stakeholders deemed acceptable to offer to noncustomers (e.g. searching for urgent care
facilities). Users would also have the ability to utilize TouchID in lieu of typing their username and password.

●

Navigation would remain fixed to the bottom of the screen.
Normally, the tabbed menu would be visible
at all times at the bottom of the user’s screen so the user wouldn’t have to scroll to see it, but we couldn’t
simulate this with Balsamiq mockups in POP app.

●

Ask ACME could be initiated via native voice assistant technology. U
sers can get answers to their
insurance questions from both the app’s navigation and through the phone’s native voice assistant feature
(e.g. Siri for iOS, “OK Google” for Android).

●

The app would suggest search results based on a user’s entry. 
If a user misspells a word, search
results will suggest alternative matches through a “Did you mean?” feature.

●

Assumed the voice assistant technology will be wellreceived.
We assumed that the voice assistant
would be a valuable, frequentlyused function that our users target users would feel comfortable using to
answer questions about their health insurance issues. Research and testing with a large population is advised
before further investment.

●

Assumed access to big data and comprehensive system integration are possible.
The app heavily
relies on big data and system integration to serve up comprehensive, accurate care options on the fly,
including symptoms for diagnosis, insurance data for preauthorizations (Care Finder estimates), referral
requests, patient reviews, booking doctor’s appointments with apps such as ZocDoc, and finding the cost of
medical supplies from local vendors.

Additional Features
In addition to the functionality explained above, the full version of the ACME Health app would offer the following:
●

Settings:
The gear icon in the upper righthand corner of the top navigational bar would enable users to enter
and modify relevant personal details such as their name, username, password, email and billing addresses,
primary care physician, dependants, and notification settings. The app, website, and call center will be linked,
such that if an individual updates information on one platform (e.g. changes their health insurance plan), those
changes will be applied globally, to the other ACME Health products/platforms. This negates the need for the
user to individually and manually make those changes. Additionally, customer service representatives will be
able to see and utilize information the user has inputted into the app (e.g. “I see that you uploaded a photo of
your claim to the app.”) This will minimize the need for users to restate information in and when they call the
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customer service line, making the process more efficient for both parties. Note: When editing personal details
in the app, the user will be presented with a confirmation dialogue box, asking them to verify their edits and
notifying them that the change will be made globally.
●

Your Account: 
This section of the app would offer a snapshot of a user’s health insurance history, from their
deductible spending to claim statuses. For users who wanted more indepth info, the screen would expand to
offer such information as recent activities/transactions (e.g. 12/5/15 orthopedist appointment, $50 copay),
visualizations of their health insurance costs (e.g. column chart of their deductible spending), and other useful
data. At the end of the plan year, the app would analyze the user’s history and behavior and offer
recommendations as to the best, most cost effective health insurance plan choice for the following year.

●

Notifications:
This screen would list any alerts or recent transactions (e.g. Your referral for Dr. Peters has
been processed.). When alerts are tapped, the app brings the user to the place within the app where they can
learn more (akin to the way the notification section of the Bentley Blackboard website operates, or how
Facebook news feeds bring you to a friend’s timeline).

●

Emergency info lock screen:
This feature provides essential medical information about the user in the
event of an emergency. If the “emergency call” function on the smartphone’s lock screen is utilized, the app
will display key medical and contact details about the phone’s owner (i.e. name, blood type, current
prescriptions, allergies, emergency contact name and phone number, PCP name and phone number). In the
interest of granting the user control, they have to option to activate or deactivate this feature, as well as select
which information should be displayed, through the “Settings” icon.

●

Animation: 
To add visual interest, we would utilize simple animations when visualizing data. For instance, if a
user opted to view their deductible, an animated column chart would appear showing how their spending is
distributed amongst procedures, lab tests, hospitalizations, and other categories.

●

Contact Information: 
We would include the ACME Health website URL and customer service number within
the app. However, this information would not be prominent, so as to encourage use of the app before
resorting to the customer service line.

Future Exploration
Additional Research
Given that the research phase for the current prototype was limited, our team would conduct more comprehensive
user research and usability testing. The findings would inform the next iterations of the app. Some questions we would
want to answer and assumptions we would want to test are as follows:

General Questions
●

Are all of the tasks appropriate for the smartphone?

●

Does the functionality align with the most pressing user needs in a mobile context? Is there any additional
functionality we should seek to incorporate?

●

Is the amount of information provided within the app appropriate for the smartphone?
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●

How usable is the app and UI onthego (e.g. while walking, riding train. etc)?

●

Is the UI ergonomic for the majority of users?

●

What visual design treatments are appropriate for this demographic? Which would help to alleviate anxiety?

●

Is the voice/tone utilized appropriate? Is it welcoming and easy to understand, informal yet trustworthy?

Your Account
●

Does the “Your Account” page provide the information users are seeking?

●

Should we remove or add any other helpful visualizations?

Notifications
●

Is the colored number icon sufficiently salient?

●

What types of things would you want to be notified about and by which communications channels (e.g. email,
text, app only)?

●

What is the right frequency of notifications?

Care Finder
●

Should we add any additional care types (e.g. home care)?

●

Do we provide the level of information needed to make an informed decision about a doctor, hospital, or other
care type?

●

What types of data would be helpful for nonurgent, preventative care scenarios?

Ask ACME
●

Will users understand what this tool does?

●

Is the customer service icon meet expectations, or is it misleading that it would call customer service?

●

What other ways would users want to engage with customer service aside of calling (e.g. chat, email, text,
etc.)?

Possible Design Iterations
As stated above, the insights gained through additional user research and usability would inform future design
iterations. Additionally:
●

We would expand the app’s functionality to support claim submission and fitness/weight loss reimbursement
requests, using the smartphone’s onboard camera.

●

We would further explore and build out functionality that leverages the unique strengths of mobile technology
(e.g. GPS, accelerometer, camera)

●

We would potentially design a separate tablet app that allows for more extensive research and browsing.

Conclusion
HF755: ACME Mobile App Design and Evaluation
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We feel confident that the mobile solution outlined above meets the core needs of both ACME Health Insurance and
its users. We look forward to continuing this usercentered design and iteration process, applying the insights gained
from additional user research and testing to improve the app and ensure its future success in the marketplace.
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Appendix A  Prototype Iterations
Iteration 1: Sketch Prototype
In the first iteration, we defined the task scope Scenario 1 and 2, and then divided tasks across team member to
individually ideate solutions. We regrouped and analyzed our sketches to determine which patterns were most
effective to unify for a cohesive workflow in the next round. See designs on POPapp.in: 
Iteration 1: Sketch Prototype

Home screen

Easy diagnosis

Leveraging Hardware

Transparent details

Iteration 2: Test Prototype
In the second iteration, we applied the design decisions made after Iteration 1 analysis and rendered our sketches as
a lowfidelity prototype for testing. See designs on POPapp.in: 
Iteration 2: Test Prototype

Home screen

Easy diagnosis
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Leveraging Hardware

Transparent details
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Iteration 3: PostTest Revision Prototype
In the third and final iteration, we revised our scenarios and designs based on user feedback and new concepts
learned in the course material. See designs on POPapp.in: 
Iteration 3: PostTest Revision Prototype

Home screen

Easy diagnosis

Leveraging Hardware

Transparent details

Appendix B: Field Research Findings Summary
Following are detailed findings extracted from two rounds of user interviews discussed in the Field Research Insights
section of this report.

Most Important Plan Selection Criteria
1.

2.

3.

4.

Cost
(e.g. monthly cost, deductible, copay)  For
selfpay, affordability was most important in selecting a
plan. For employersubsidized users, cost was a
concern but secondary quality and ease of obtaining
care. For some it was a measure of the monthly cost,
for others it was the deductible or copay.
Innetwork doctors
 Keeping one’s current PCP was
the second most cited factor in selecting a health
insurance plan. Users also wanted to assess the quality
of the doctors who accepted their plan.
Acceptance / Reputation
 The third most cited criteria
for selecting a health insurance plan was its acceptance
by hospitals and providers. This was often linked, in
users’ minds, to the reputation of the insurer.
Referrals
 Several users reported a distaste for plans
that required referrals and wanted to be able to seek
out care with whomever they desired.
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Common Health Insurance Pain Points
● Coverage
 Aside from doctors’ appointments (PCP &
specialist), users generally did not know what
prescriptions, procedures, and other services were
covered by their plan. The majority of users had
experienced a situation in which they believed
something was covered, only to later learn it was not
and receive an expensive bill.
● Poor communication
○ Between insurer and customer
○ Between insurer and health care provider/facility
● Billing errors
 Four users cited situations in which they
were incorrectly billed by their insurer and had to invest
significant time to correct the issue.
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5.

Lesser Reasons 
 Ease of accessing records and
documentation

Common Emotions Associated with Health
Insurance
●

●

●

Anxiety
 This most often was expressed as being
related to uncertainty around coverage or the lack of
coverage. This went hand in hand with the high (or
higher than anticipated) cost of services.
Frustration
 This was associated with the lack of
navigability of insurer websites and one’s inability to
find relevant data/answers.
Anger / Disappointment
 This was associated with
lack of coverage for specific procedures, prescriptions,
etc., as well as with unanticipated charges (e.g.
receiving a hefty bill for an MRI the user believed was
covered)

Preferred Methods of Contacting Insurance
Company
●

●

●

Phone call 
 Most common and preferred method of
contacting one’s insurer. Speed and ease to get
answers to specific questions about their plan. Call
center representatives high on customer service. Users
also felt more confident that the information they were
being given was correct and specific to their situation.
○ Note: 
Users expressed frustration over the
number of menu options needed to reach a
customer service representative.
Website
 Limited tasks such as finding the phone
number for the call center, looking for an innetwork
provider, and searching for whether specific services,
prescriptions, or doctors were covered by their plan.
Poor experience with websites included too general and
lacking relevant info, poor info architecture and
navigation (“It’s so much easier to just talk to someone
than try to navigate [the website].”)
Mobile
 Mobile apps were infrequently used by users.
Most did not know whether their insurer had a mobile
app.

Methods for Selecting Health Insurance Plan
●
●
●
●

Employer provides written documentation of options
Employer invites health insurance company
representatives to talk to employees
Internet search
Word of mouth/Recommendations from friends and
family

Most Common Reasons for Contacting
Insurance Company
●

●
●
●
●
●

Coverage:
The overwhelming majority of inquiries to
health insurance companies were related to whether a
specific prescription, procedure, doctors, etc. was
covered and/or why it was not covered.
Find an innetwork PCP
Check the status of a claim
Search for customer service phone number
Information about copays
Assistance scheduling a doctor’s appointment (e.g.
referral inquiries)

Opinion of Health Insurance Providers

Miscellaneous

Evenly divided between positive and negative views of health
insurers.

●
●
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Google was a positive example of how to search and
obtain relevant answers to a variety of questions.
Generally, users prefer visuals to textheavy interfaces,
and liked having a dashboard where they could view the
most pertinent details upon logging in.
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Appendix C: Existing Research Analysis
The following key points were extracted from the ACME Research Summary provided by the ACME product owner.
The team noted consistencies across metrics and with field research findings to determine areas of focus in the
mobile solution. Common themes are highlighted below.

Prefer to call: Top tasks
●
●
●
●
●

Find out if I need a referral to a provider
Understand what I will pay for a particular service
Find out coverage for preventative care
Check the status of a particular claim
Fitness reimbursement forms

Contextual factors
●
●
●
●
●
●

Speed and excellence of call center,
need for a human connection,
issues are complicated and need explanation
need help navigating,
forgotten login credentials
age  older will call more than use website

How can ACME website help you most?
●
●
●
●
●

Save me money on healthcare
Help me keep track of medicals bills
Help me find quality doctors and healthcare
facilities
Help me keep me and my family healthy
Help me manage a chronic illness

Purpose of Last Contact
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

What is covered in my current plan (24%)
Check the status of paying a claim (14%)
Understand a bill I received (12%)
Find a covered provider in my plan (10%)
Figure out what a particular office visit / procedure will
cost me (9%)
Check on my fitness reimbursement status (4%)
Determine what prescription will cost me (3%)
Figure out if there’s a better health insurance plan for
me (3%)
Change my primary care physician (2%)
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Prefer to use website: Most Frequent
●
●
●
●
●

Find member savings and discount info
Check the status of a particular claim
Understand plan coverage
Figure out remaining deductible
Understand what I will pay for a particular service

Prefer to use Smartphone: Most Frequent
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Find a pharmacy that accepts my plan
Find out what my coverage is while I travel
Order an ID card
Find a lab test or facility
Find out if I need a referral to a provider
Understand what I will pay for a service
Find member savings info and discounts that apply to
me

Want to see on website
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Easier to understand plan descriptions
Easier to navigate and find info
Improved procedure cost estimates
Improved find a provider search
Clear listing of current claims
Deductible balance
Online Chat
Premium billing and payments

Task Frequency
Note: These are noted as “more than once a year, but no
one answered “a few times a year” or more than that.
● Understand what is covered by my plan
● Find member savings info and discounts that apply to
me
● Understand what I will pay for a service
● Check a claim status
● Figure out the amount remaining on my deductible
● Find out if I need a referral to a provider
● Find out coverage for preventative care
● Understand what a prescription will cost me
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